ONLINE WORKSHOP ON ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONS EXPRESSED BY MICROBIOMES

15-24 November 2021

Application deadline 17th October 2021

SPEAKERS/INSTRUCTORS

• Robert Hettich (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN)
• Dave Clements (Galaxy Project, Johns Hopkins University)
• Pratik Jagtap (Galaxy-P Team, University of Minnesota, MN)
• Saskia Hiltemann (Erasmus University Medical Center, Hague)
• Yogesh Shouche (National Centre for Cell Science, Pune)
• Dr. Gareth Price (QCIF Facility for Advanced Bioinformatics, St. Lucia)
• Berenice Batut (University of Freiburg, Freiburg)
• Manoj Kumar (CSIR-IMTECH, India)
• Subina Mehta (Galaxy-P Team, University of Minnesota, MN)
• Brook Nunn (University of Washington, Seattle, WA)
• Anshu Bhardwaj (CSIR-IMTECH, India)
• Paul Wilmes (University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg)
• Sharmila Mande (Tata Consultancy Services)

AGENDA: https://galaxyproject.org/events/2021-11-microbiomes/home/

WHO CAN APPLY: Research scholar, Early career scientists, Faculty from Universities in India

APPLICATION FORM: tinyurl.com/funmicro

Registration deadline for selected candidates 24th October